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Today in luxury:

How Tom Ford is redefining sustainable luxury, one suit at a time

Designer, style legend, director and writer are all labels one could readily apply to Tom Fordbut what about
environmentalist? In today's day and age, when climate change is becoming an ever grimmer reality, every designer
should have sustainable practices in place. What most fans of Ford's highest-of-the-highbrow luxuries might not
realize is that he's been working to make his business greener for the better part of a decade, says Vogue.

Click here to read the entire article on Vogue

Richemont sues over Chlo, Cartier knockoffs on eBay, Alibaba

Richemont is going after a string of counterfeiters selling fake Chlo and Cartier products through eBay and Alibaba
with a multimillion-dollar lawsuit, reports Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

What Sephora knows about women in tech that Silicon Valley doesn't

In a San Francisco office an hour's drive from some of the biggest companies in Silicon Valley, Sephora has
managed a corporate feat that would make the leaders of Google Inc., Apple Inc. and Facebook Inc. envious: a
majority of the cosmetics retailer's technology workers62 percentare women, according to the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal

Uber riders in Dubai can now select electric-powered Tesla
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Ride-hailing service Uber on Oct. 10 began offering its customers in Dubai, United Arab Emirates the option to ride in
one of 50 new Tesla electric-powered vehicles a stark contrast to the large gas-guzzling sedans and luxury sports
cars that dominate the emirate's six-lane highways, per The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times
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